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ABSTRACT
The aim of the paper is to study factors influencing the consumer behavior towards the purchase of the Mahindra cars at
Hyderabad. At present, the automobile segment is facing tough competition due to the many national and international
brands. This study will be helpful for the Mahindra company in India to find out the customers’ expectations and aspects.
The study is conducted in Hyderabad which is located in Telangana.  The total sampling size is 100. The study is based
on primary and secondary data. Two-way ANOVA has been used to know the relationship between age, income, and
level of influence towards the purchase of the Mahindra cars. Understanding the customer’s satisfaction of the car will
help the Mahindra manufacturer in developing their products to meet their goals.
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INTRODUCTION
The Indian automotive industry is one of the very big markets in the world. The automotive industry is mainly
divided into two types. They are automobile and auto component sectors. The automotive industry consists of
a number of companies and organizations concern research, design, development, manufacturing, marketing,
and selling of motor vehicles. A company which manufactures cars is called automaker. The automotive
industry is one of the world’s foremost economic sector by revenue.

The small-car segment had always been the high growth segment of the Indian automobile market right from
the very first launching of the small-car in the Indian market by Mahindra company in 1947. The small car
segment occupies 70% of the share in annual car production in India. Automotive manufacturing companies
are trying to introduce new cars with latest technology and features in small car segment to grab the market
size. The size of the small car segment is increasing by leaps and bounds.

According to current reports, India beat Brazil and became the sixth largest passenger vehicle producer in the
world. India is required to wind up the world's 3rd biggest vehicle showcase by 2030, behind the US and
China. There are many banks and financial institutions are providing loans to buyers will also drive car sales.
The purchasing power of the people is increasing, it is also one of the reasons for growing the automotive
industry.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The study is based on the following objectives:

1. To study the factors that influence the purchases of Mahindra cars.
2. To find out the relationship between personal factors (income and age) and level of influence towards the

purchase of Mahindra cars.
3. To examine the level of satisfaction of Mahindra car users in Hyderabad.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Shahir Bhatt and Amola Bhatt (2015) recognized brand promise, promotions, price, reach, perceived quality
will be influenced the buying behavior of the consumers in the small car segment. brand promise explains the
brand trust, comfort, and service. Quality and the price were independently recognized as significant factors of
the purchasing process.

Rao and Kumar (2012) discovered from the research that a lot of customers are satisfied with dealer service,
safety, availability of spare parts and customers relationship.

Yee, San & Khoon (2012) discover rather than brand, consumers concentrate more on high-quality products
which consist of durability, reliability and maintenance factors.
Clement Sudhakar and Venkatapathy (2009) analyzed the same age group of people will influence the
purchase of an auto car with reference to Coimbatore District. It was additionally discovered the impact of
friends is high for the purchase of hatchback cars.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research methodology is a standardized procedure of gathering information and analyzing the information for
the purpose of decision making.

DATA COLLECTION METHODS
Data collection is a systematic process of collecting data from various sources. Data collection methods are
two types. They are 1) Primary Data

2) Secondary Data
1) Primary Data
Primary data is a raw data or first-hand information. It is collected by the researcher through various sources
like Questionnaires, Interviews, Observation, Focus group sessions, Surveys.
2) Secondary Data
Secondary data is an existing data, which is collected by someone. In this researcher collect the data from
newspapers, publications, journals.

SAMPLING DESIGN
The research has been conducted in Hyderabad which is located in Telangana. A structured questionnaire is
used to collect the data. The sample size for this study is 100.

STATISTICAL TOOLS
For analysis purpose the following statistical toolsare used:
1.Two-way ANOVA.
2.Bar Charts.

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
Consumer behavior is the study of the people how they are making decisions when they are purchasing goods
or services. When consumersare purchasing a goods or services, the personal factors that influence their
buying decisions. Some of the personal factors are Age, Income, Occupation, Lifestyle.

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
This segment describes the analysis and interpretation of information used for the research. All the point by
point examination related to the factors influencing the consumers towards the purchasing of the Mahindra
cars in Hyderabad region as studied here.
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TABLE 1. OPINION OF THE RESPONDENTS ABOUT THE SOURCE OF AWARENESS

S. No Source of Awareness No. of Respondents Percentage (%)

1 Advertisements 18 18

2 Friends 21 21

3 Relatives & Neighbors 19 19

4 Colleagues 29 29

5 Own ideas 12 12

6 Dealers 1 1

Total 100 100

CHART 1

INTERPRETATION
From the above table, it is observed out of 100 respondents' 18 % of the respondents are through
advertisement, 21 % of the respondents are through friends, 19 % of the respondents are through relatives and
neighbors, 29 % of the respondents are through colleagues, 12 % of the respondents are through own ideas, 1
% of the respondents are through dealers.

From the above analysis, it is noticed that the majority (29 %) of the respondents have come to know about
Mahindra cars through colleagues.
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TABLE 2. OPINION OF THE RESPONDENTS ABOUT THE MODE OF PURCHASE OF
MAHINDRA CAR

S. No Mode of Purchase No. of Respondents Percentage (%)

1 Cash basis 18 18

2 Credit basis 2 2

3 Loan from Bank 74 74

4 Private finance 6 6

Total 100 100

CHART 2

INTERPRETATION
From the above table, it is observed out of 100 respondents’ 18 % of the respondents acquiring the Mahindra
car on the cash basis, 2 % of the respondents are obtaining the Mahindra car through credit basis, 74 % of the
respondents are purchasing the Mahindra car by getting loan from the bank and remaining 6% of the
respondents are purchasing the Mahindra car through private financial institutions.

From the above analysis, it is discovered that the majority (74 %) % of the respondents are purchasing the
Mahindra car by gettinga loan from the bank.

HYPOTHESIS OF THE STUDY
1) AGE AND LEVEL OF INFLUENCE TOWARDS THE PURCHASE OF MAHINDRA CARS
H0: There is no relationship between age and level of influence towards the purchase of Mahindra cars.

H1: There is a relationship between age and level of influence towards the purchase of Mahindra cars.
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TABLE 3.AGE AND LEVEL OF INFLUENCE TOWARDS MAHINDRA CARS
(TWO-WAY TABLE)

S.No. Age Level of influence Total

Low Medium High

1 18- 25 years 6 10 5 21

2 26-35 years 9 17 10 36

3 36-50 years 7 12 7 26

4 Above 50 years 4 8 5 17

Total 26 47 27 100

In the above table, there are three influences namely Low, Medium, High influences. In the Low level of
influence towards Mahindra cars majority (9) of the respondents belongs to the 26-35 years category and same
was the lowest (4) among the respondents of above 50 years category. In the Medium level of influence
towards Mahindra car majority (17) of the respondents belongs to the 26-35 years category and same was the
lowest (8) among the respondents of above 50 years category. In High level of influence towards Mahindra
car majority (10) of the respondents belongs to the 26-35 years category and same was the lowest (5) among
the respondents of above 50 years category.

With a particular ultimate objective to find the relationship between the age of the respondents and level of
influence towards Mahindra cars, anova test is used and the result of the test is shown in the following table.

TABLE 4. AGE AND LEVEL OF INFLUENCE TOWARDS MAHINDRA CARS
(ANOVA)

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square

F P-Value F Crit

Rows 67.33333 3 22.44444 18.7907 0.001876 4.757063

Columns 70.16667 2 35.08333 29.37209 0.000796 5.143253

Error 7.166667 6 1.194444

Total 144.6667 11

INTERPRETATION
From the above table, it is found that the calculated value F is 18.79 at degrees of freedom V1=3, V3=6. The
table value is 4.75, Hence the calculated value is greater than the table value. 18.79>4.75.

From the above table, it is found that the calculated value F is 29.37 at degrees of freedom V2=2, V3=6. The
table value is 5.14, Hence the calculated value is greater than the table value. 29.37>5.14.

Hence, we reject the Null Hypothesis.Hence “There is a relationship between age and level of influence
towards the purchase of Mahindra cars”. From the analysis, it is discovered that there is a relationship between
age and level of influence towards the purchase of Mahindra cars.

2) INCOME AND LEVEL OF INFLUENCE TOWARDS THE PURCHASE OF MAHINDRA CARS
H0: There is no relationship between income and level of influence towards the purchase of Mahindra cars.

H1: There is a relationship between income and level of influence towards the purchase of Mahindra cars.
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TABLE 5. INCOME AND LEVEL OF INFLUENCE TOWARDS MAHINDRA CARS
(TWO-WAY TABLE)

In the above table, there are three influences namely Low, Medium, High influences. In the Low level of
influence towards Mahindra cars majority (11) of the respondents belongs to the whose Income Rs.300001-
500000 category and same was the lowest (2) among the respondents whose Income up to Rs.300000. In the
Medium level of influence towards Mahindra car majority (19) of the respondents belongs to the whose
Income Rs.300001-500000 category and same was the lowest (6) among the respondents whose Income up to
Rs.300000. In the High level of influence towards Mahindra car majority (9) of the respondents belongs to the
whose Income Rs.300001-500000 category and same was the lowest (5) among the respondents whose
Income up to Rs.300000.

With a particular ultimate objective to find the relationship between the income of the respondents
and level of influence towards Mahindra cars, anova test is used and the result of the test is shown in the
following table.

TABLE 6. INCOME AND LEVEL OF INFLUENCE TOWARDS MAHINDRA CARS
(ANOVA)

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square

F P-Value F Crit

Rows 138 3 46 8 0.01613 4.757063

Columns 70.16667 2 35.08333 6.101449 0.035812 5.143253

Error 34.5 6 5.75

Total 242.6667 11

INTERPRETATION
From the above table, it is found that the calculated value F is 8 at degrees of freedom V1=3, V3=6. The table
value is 4.75, Hence the calculated value is greater than the table value. 8>4.75.

From the above table, it is found that the calculated value F is 6.10 at degrees of freedom V2=2, V3=6. The
table value is 5.14, Hence the calculated value is greater than the table value. 6.10>5.14.

Hence, we reject the Null Hypothesis.Hence “There is a relationship between income and level of influence
towards the purchase of Mahindra cars”. From the analysis, it is discovered that there is a relationship between
income and level of influence towards the purchase of Mahindra cars.

S.No. Income Level of influence Total

Low Medium High

1 Up to Rs.300000 2 6 5 13

2 Rs.300001-500000 11 19 9 39

3 Rs.500001-800000 8 15 7 30

4 Above Rs.800000 5 7 6 18

Total 26 47 27 100
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FINDINGS
1. It is identified from the research that there is a relationship between age and level of influence towards the

purchase of Mahindra cars.
2. It is found from the studythat there is a relationship between income and level of influence towards the

purchase of Mahindra cars.
3. It is found from the study that majority of the people came to know about Mahindra cars through

colleagues.
4. It is discovered that the majority of the respondents are purchasing the Mahindra car by getting loan from

bank.

CONCLUSION
Consumer behavior is the study of the people how they are making decisions, and what factors have been
influencing the consumer behavior while purchasing a car. One can’t win in the competing business sector
without understanding the consumer behavior. From the study, it has been observed that the personal factors
are influencing while buying the purchase of the Mahindra cars.

Majority of the customers are known about Mahindra cars through colleagues.All most majority of the
respondents are influenced at Medium Level towards Mahindra cars.

Mahindra cars cover all the expectations and aspects of the customers. Due to the increase of the purchasing
power and availability of the easy loans with banks and financial institutions many middle-class peoples are
ready to buy the cars.  The Mahindra company manufacturing cars with world class features that are Safety,
Quality, Comfort, New Technology. Because of these reasons, a majority of the customers are preferring
Mahindra.
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